ESGs Contribute to Advanced Semiconductor Manufacturing Processes
Semiconductor manufacturing processes are increasingly advanced and the next
technology nodes at 5nm or 3nm are at atomic levels. The sophistication and
complexity of manufacturing processes are beyond imagination. Devils are in details
especially with the integration of new technologies such as 3D additive manufacturing
and heterogeneous integration SiP. Electronic Special Gases, ESGs, serve to smoothen,
clean and separate different layers in the processes. Optimistic about the development
of semiconductor industry in Taiwan, Linde LienHwa (LLH) has invested significantly in
the R&D and production of ESGs.
Expert in electronic gases and chemical technologies, LLH launched its highest quality
brand of electronic materials: SPECTRA® EM at SEMICON Taiwan, highlighting on the
purity, packaging and analytical technologies. According to Anshul Sarda, Vice
President of Electronics Materials for the Linde Group, the ESG products include C3F8,
CF4, CO, F2/N2 mixture, HBr, HCDS, NF3, and SF6.
In general, semiconductor manufacturing processes include: etching, cleaning, doping
and lithography. ESGs are required at every step. Jason Chow, Head of Linde’s local
venture, Linde LienHwa Industrial Gases Co, made an analogy between semiconductor
manufacturing processes and cooking. ESGs are spices in this analogy. SPECTRA-N
nitrogen generator provides flexible and high-efficiency nitrogen supply to the
semiconductor and display industries. SPECTRA lithography gases have pioneered
reliable, precision blends of neon-halogen mixtures, which have enabled DUV (deep
UV) lithographic patterning for high performance and efficiency manufacturing.
Linde LienHwa has recently commissioned production of two of the newest SPECTRA
EM products, fluorine mixtures and hydrogen bromide (HBr). Fluorine is a highly
reactive gas and it is combined into a 20% blend with nitrogen to yield a mixture that
is safe for compression, packaging and transport. The fluorine mixtures are used to
clean semiconductor manufacturing equipment. In addition, LLH has invested in China
to create a new source of electronics-grade hydrogen bromide (HBr). HBr is a
compressed gas that is used as a selective etchant, allowing semiconductor
manufacturers to remove one material while leaving a second material untouched.
This process has become increasingly important as leading-edge chip manufacturers

produce 3D structures to make transistors smaller, faster and use less power.
The sophisticated semiconductor manufacturing processes tolerate no mistakes, so
Carl Jackson, Head of Electronics for Linde’s Technology and Innovation Group,
elaborated that impurity of ESGs can result in circuit malfunction, especially in
advanced processes. That is why LLH attaches great importance to the purity of gases
to offer the highest-purity ESGs to semiconductor fabs. In the future, LLH will continue
its investment in Taiwan to provide high-quality, reliable, and consistent ESGs, and
strengthen security management by training their clients on product safety and by
requesting its staff stationed in the fabs to follow strict and standardized procedures
to handle more dangerous types of gases.
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